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Introduction
Addition. Student papers, research materials and audio tapes pertaining to folklore research at the University of Missouri-Columbia.

Donor Information
The collection was donated by Elaine Lawless on 14 July 1988.

Restriction
Please consult release forms to see if there is a restriction placed on using the material in publication.

Box List

Box 1
Bax, The Art of Butchering
Brooks, What Else Could “Erin Go Braugh” Mean?
Cason, Analysis on the Importance of Proverbs in Nigerian Culture
Chilton, Personal Narratives of Sexual Experiences
Cooper, The Hatchet Man
Daus, The St. Louis Exorcist
Dupuy, Elementary Parody Songs of Missouri
Faerber, Beliefs of the Psychic
Foley, Racism and Law Enforcement Officers
Foster, Butchering in Missouri
Hechler, Family Folklore
Johnson, Children’s Games
Koenig, Obscene Jokes
Kolman, Lattrinalia
Lavalle, The Legend of Caroline’s Grave
Lutz, Why Missouri is Called the Show Me State
Mencl, Ruf Nex: A Rough Breed of Men at Mizzou
Mertz, The Legend of Caroline’s Grave
Morris, Foodways Within My Family
Mosby, Proverbs, Legends and Beliefs of May Perry
Parker, Game Day Rituals
Puckett, Personal Narratives of World War II
Smith-Armstrong, Children’s Stories
Sutterer, Ability to Predict Winter by Natural Signs
Box 2

Attaway, Lines
Baker, Ghosts in Greektown at Mizzou
Bishop, Virgil’s Recollections of Earlier Experiences
Buckley, Buckley Home Rituals
Feather, Jokelore in Columbia, Missouri
Gwinner, Fraternity Folklore
Howell, Study of Two Native American Quill and Beadwork Artists
Hudspeth, Folk Beliefs About Modern Appliances
Hughes, Our Most Embarrassing Moments
Klockenkemper, General Store of Frank J. Marchildon
Leith, Leithisms, A Study in Folk Speech
Meeker, Unspoken Fears: The Vanishing Campus Rape Stories
Muhm, The Many Stories of Vern Muhm
Nothnagel, A Study of Obscene Fraternity and Sorority Songs
Owens, A Family Treasure
Parrott, UMC Student Broadcast Journalists
Ross, Behind the Scenes at Katy Station